
F-TYPE
ACCESSORIES

THE ART OF PERFORMANCE



1. FRONT SPLITTER BLADE KIT – 
CARBON FIBRE

Premium exterior styling upgrade  

to highlight the dynamic capabilities 

of the F-TYPE. Kit includes lower 

centre section of the bumper along 

with the two outer splitters in a 

premium high grade carbon fibre 

with a 2x2 twill weave and a High 

Gloss lacquered finish.

2. REAR DIFFUSER – CARBON FIBRE

Statement exterior styling accessory 

to replace the standard rear valance 

with a performance diffuser featuring 

aero blades for optimised air flow. High 

grade carbon fibre featuring a 2x2 

twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered 

finish Offered for V6 models only.

3. ENGINE COVER – CARBON FIBRE

Carbon fibre engine cover provides 

weight benefits and premium finish 

to the engine compartment. Features 

Jaguar branding.

6. SIDE POWER VENTS –  
CARBON FIBRE

High grade carbon fibre side power  

vents provide a performance-inspired 

styling upgrade.

7. ROLL HOOPS - CARBON FIBRE

High grade carbon fibre featuring a 2x2 

twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered 

finish. Provides a performance- 

inspired styling enhancement coupled 

with weight benefits associated with 

carbon fibre.

4. MIRROR COVERS – CARBON FIBRE

Charbon fibre mirror covers accentuate 

the stylish design of the exterior 

mirrors.

5. BONNET LOUVRES –  
CARBON FIBRE
High grade carbon fibre featuring a 2x2 
twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered 
finish. Provides a performance- 
inspired styling enhancement coupled 
with weight benefits associated with 
carbon fibre.
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EXTERIOR

1. WIND DEFLECTOR

Simple to fit and remove, the wind 

deflector reduces air draught 

and turbulence in the passenger 

compartment, even at high speeds.

2. BONNET LOUVRES – CHROME

Bright finish accents highlight the 

F-TYPE exterior styling cues.

3. ROLL HOOPS – CHROME

Bright finish accents highlight the 

F-TYPE exterior styling cues. Offered 

for Convertible only. Left and right side 

options available.

4. REAR MOUNTED SKI CARRIER

Carrying up to two pairs of skis of up to 

1.9m in length, this lockable carrier has 

been designed to ensure skis remain 

at ambient temperature in transit with 

minimal wind noise and resistance.

5. MIRROR COVERS – CHROME

Chrome mirror covers accentuate the 

stylish design of the exterior mirrors.

6. F-TYPE BONNET DECALS

Produced from the highest quality 

materials F-TYPE side and bonnet 

decals have been designed to 

accentuate the vehicle’s exterior styling 

cues flowing from the side power vents 

towards the bonnet vent.

7. SIDE POWER VENTS –  
GLOSS BLACK

Gloss Black side power vents provide a 

dynamic exterior styling enhancement.
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INTERIOR

3. GEARSHIFT PADDLES – ALUMINIUM

Complete the sporting look and feel 

of your steering wheel with these 

premium aluminium paddles. The 

aluminium is machined, polished and 

anodised to maintain its finish.

4. SILL TREAD PLATES – ILLUMINATED

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill  

tread plate finishers for driver or 

passenger doors. Illuminates when 

either the driver or passenger doors  

are opened. Highlighted by soft 

phosphor blue lighting.

1. CENTRE CONSOLE – CARBON FIBRE

Exclusive premium finish for the 

centre console offered in a Satin finish 

to minimise glare and reflections. 

Comprises carbon fibre centre 

console, centre dial and centre fascia 

replacement trim.

2. SILL TREAD PLATES – 
PERSONALISED ILLUMINATED

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill  

tread plate finishers for driver or 

passenger doors. Illuminates when 

either the driver or passenger doors  

are opened. Highlighted by soft 

phosphor blue lighting. Allows 

customer to specify a monochrome 

‘motif’ in a choice of approved 

typefaces/scripts.

5. SILL TREAD PLATES – UNION JACK

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill  

tread plate finishers for driver or 

passenger doors featuring a distinctly 

British design.

6. SPORT PEDAL FOOTREST - 
AUTOMATIC

Complements the F-TYPE sports 

pedals. The new footrest is 

manufactured from stainless steel and 

features a polished Bright finish.
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INTERIOR

1. SPORTS STEERING WHEEL

The F-TYPE flat-bottomed steering 

wheel provides performance inspired 

styling while retaining the full 

functionality of the standard wheel.

2. RUBBER MATS

Hard wearing Jaguar branded rubber 

mats provide added protection for your 

vehicle’s carpets.

5. PREMIUM CARPET MATS

Luxurious, tailored 2,050g/m2 pile 

front carpet mat set with embossed 

Jaguar logo and nubuck edge 

binding. The premium mats provide 

a well appointed finishing touch to 

the interior.

3. STEERING WHEEL – SUEDECLOTH

Feel the power at your fingertips 

from the moment you slip behind this 

multi-function steering wheel with its 

premium Suedecloth finish.

4. UMBRELLA HOLDER

Always on hand when you need it – this 

neat holder keeps your umbrella secure 

and to hand if the weather takes a turn 

for the worse.
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WHEELS & WHEEL ACCESSORIES

1. WHEEL CENTRE BADGE –  
UNION JACK

A distinctive monochrome centre 

badge featuring the Jaguar logo 

with a Union Jack design providing 

a British twist.

2. ALLOY WHEEL– 20" ROTOR - 
SILVER FINISH WITH COMPOSITE 
WEAVE INSERTS

Personalise your vehicle with a 

selection of alloy wheels featuring 

a wide range of contemporary and 

dynamic designs.

3. JAGUAR PERFORMANCE  
CALIPERS – RED

Performance inspired cosmetic 

upgrade of red caliper front and rear.

4. STYLED VALVE CAPS

Add the finishing touch to your 

vehicle’s wheels with a range of unique 

custom valve caps. Available featuring 

4 iconic designs.

5. SNOW SOCK WINTER  
TRACTION AID

An innovative lightweight textile snow and 

ice traction aid for use on roads in winter 

conditions. Easy and quick to attach, packs 

down for easy stowage.

6. WHEEL NUT KIT – BLACK

Enhance the look of your vehicle’s 

wheels with Jaguar branded wheel nuts.
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SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES
EXTERIOR STYLING
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Design Pack 

Body kit designed to further enhance the F-TYPE performance 
image. Design pack includes front bumper; side splitters, side sills 
and unique rear valence featuring a unique venturi blade. Supplied 
in a primed condition for retailer painting. Offered for F-TYPE and 
F-TYPE S models only. 

PDC equipped T2R5149 £X,XXX.XX

Non-PDC equipped T2R5151 £X,XXX.XX

Sport Design Pack

Body kit designed to further enhance the F-TYPE performance 
image. This retailer fit body kit allows customers to create an 
exclusive sporty F-TYPE V8 S style exterior trim on F-TYPE V6 
engine models. 

The kit includes; front bumper and side splitters, side sills and unique 
rear valance featuring a unique venturi blade. Supplied in a primed 
condition for retailer painting. Standard fit on AWD models in NAS. 
Offered for F-TYPE and F-TYPE S models only.

PDC equipped T2R17101LML £X,XXX.XX

Non-PDC equipped T2R17102LML £X,XXX.XX

Fixed Rear Spoiler
This retailer fit fixed rear spoiler subtly enhances the F-TYPE exterior 
styling performance image, without affecting the purity of line. 

Offered for Coupé models only T2R19419LML £X,XXX.XX

Carbon Fibre Rear Diffuser

Statement exterior styling accessory to replace the standard rear 
valance with a performance diffuser featuring aero blades for 
optimised air flow. High grade carbon fibre featuring a 2x2 twill 
weave and a High Gloss lacquered finish. Provides weight benefits 
associated with carbon fibre.

Offered for V6 models only T2R5391 £X,XXX.XX

Grille – Gloss Black Surround and  
Bumper Beam

Provides a High Gloss Black finish to the grille surround and bumper 
beam accentuating the F-TYPE’s dynamic appearance.

PDC equipped T2R13839 £X,XXX.XX

Non-PDC equipped T2R13838 £X,XXX.XX

F-TYPE Bonnet Decals - Gun Metal Grey 

F-TYPE Bonnet Decals - Silver

Produced from the highest quality materials F-TYPE side and bonnet 
decals have been designed to accentuate the vehicle’s exterior 
styling cues flowing from the side power vents towards the  
bonnet vent.

T2R5503LBN £X,XXX.XX 

T2R5503MEN £X,XXX.XX

Carbon Fibre Front Splitter Blade Kit

Premium exterior styling upgrade to highlight the dynamic 
capabilities of the F-TYPE. Kit includes lower centre section of the 
bumper along with the two outer splitters in a premium high grade 
carbon fibre with a 2x2 twill weave and a High Gloss lacquered finish. 
Provides a performance-inspired styling enhancement coupled with 
weight benefits associated with carbon fibre.

T2R12001 £X,XXX.XX

Mirror Covers - Chrome 
Chrome mirror covers accentuate the stylish design of the  
exterior mirrors

Left/Right T2R5399/T2R5400 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Mirror Covers - Carbon Fibre
High grade carbon fibre mirror covers provide a performance-
inspired styling upgrade.

Left/Right T2R5390/T2R5389 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Bonnet Louvres - Chrome Bright finish accents highlight the F-TYPE exterior styling cues. Left/Right
T2R5277LML/
T2R5276LML

£X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Bonnet Louvres - Gloss Black Bright finish accents highlight the F-TYPE exterior styling cues.

Left/Right
Offered for AWD 
models only

T2R15918/T2R15916 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Left/Right
Not applicable for 
AWD models

T2R3953/T2R3954 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

EXTERIOR PROTECTION 
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

All-Weather Car Cover
All-weather tailored cover for the F-TYPE with the Jaguar logo. 
Protect your F-TYPE from the elements, including showers, frost and 
dust. Quick and easy to fit.

T2R4364 £X,XXX.XX

CARRYING AND TOWING
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Rear Mounted Ski Carrier - V6 Models

Rear Mounted Ski Carrier - V8 Models

Carrying up to two pairs of skis of up to 1.9m in length, this lockable 
carrier has been designed to ensure skis remain at ambient 
temperature in transit with minimal wind noise and resistance. 

Offered for V6 models and for  
F-TYPE & F-TYPE S.

T2R13769 £X,XXX.XX

Offered for V8 models and for F-TYPE R 
Coupé & F-TYPE V8 S Convertible.

T2R11987 £X,XXX.XX

Bonnet Louvres - Carbon Fibre

High grade carbon fibre featuring a 2x2 twill weave and a High 
Gloss lacquered finish. Provides a performance-inspired styling 
enhancement coupled with weight benefits associated with  
carbon fibre.

Left/Right
Offered for AWD 
models only

T2R16704/T2R16703 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Left/Right
Not applicable for 
AWD models

T2R5275PEC/
T2R5274PEC

£X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Side Power Vents - Chrome
Add distinctive sporting style to your vehicle with chrome finish  
side power vents.

Left/Right  T2R2262/T2R2263 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Side Power Vents - Gloss Black
Gloss Black side power vents provide a dynamic exterior styling 
enhancement. 

Left/Right T2R5996/T2R5995 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Side Power Vents - Carbon Fibre
High grade carbon fibre side power vents provide a performance-
inspired styling upgrade.

Left/Right T2R5394/T2R5393 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Roll Hoops - Chrome
Bright finish accents highlight the F-TYPE exterior styling cues. 
Offered for Convertible only. 

Left/Right T2R5402/T2R5401 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Roll Hoops - Gloss Black
Provides a dynamic exterior styling enhancement.  
Offered for Convertible only. Standard fit on F-TYPE V8 S.

Left/Right T2R1115/T2R2248 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Roll Hoops- Carbon Fibre

High grade carbon fibre featuring a 2x2 twill weave and a High 
Gloss lacquered finish. Provides a performance-inspired styling 
enhancement coupled with weight benefits associated with  
carbon fibre. Offered for Convertible only. 

Left/Right T2R5396/T2R5395 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Engine Cover - Carbon Fibre
Carbon fibre engine cover provides weight benefits and premium 
finish to the engine compartment. Features Jaguar branding.

T2R8019 £X,XXX.XX



INTERIOR STYLING

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Premium Carpet Mats 
Luxurious, tailored 2,050g/m2 pile front carpet mat set with 
embossed Jaguar logo and nubuck edge binding. The premium  
mats provide a well appointed finishing touch to the interior.

LHD/RHD
T2R16570PVJ/
T2R16571PVJ

£X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Sports Carpet Mats
Sports mats offered in Jet Black feature a unique carpet pile with 
nubuck edging and Jaguar branding. 

LHD/RHD
T2R14121PVJ/
T2R14122PVJ

£X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Luggage Compartment Premium  
Carpet Mat

Luxurious soft luggage mat in Jet Black with the Jaguar logo.  
Deep premium 2,050g/m2 pile with nubuck edging. 

Offered for Coupé only. T2R11270PVJ £X,XXX.XX

Centre Console - Carbon Fibre
Exclusive premium finish for the centre console offered in a Satin 
finish to minimise glare and reflections. Comprises carbon fibre 
centre console, centre dial and centre fascia replacement trim. 

Available on automatic transmission 
models only.  
LHD/RHD

T2R5267/T2R5268 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Steering Wheel - Suedecloth

Steering Wheel - Suedecloth, Phone,  
Cruise Control, Automatic

Steering Wheel - Suedecloth, Phone,  
Cruise Control, Manual

Multi-function steering wheel offered with a premium suedecloth 
finish. Suedecloth steering wheel can be fitted as an upgrade to 
replace existing wheel with same level of functionality.

Only available on automatic  
transmission models.

T2R4617 £X,XXX.XX

Offered for vehicles equipped with 
Bluetooth and cruise control functionality. 
Only available on automatic transmission 
models.

T2R4618 £X,XXX.XX

Offered for vehicles equipped with 
Bluetooth and cruise control functionality. 
Only available on manual transmission 
models.

T2R16988PVJ £X,XXX.XX

Sports Steering Wheel - Leather, Heated, 
Phone, Cruise Control, Manual

Sports Steering Wheel - Leather, Phone, 
Cruise Control, Manual

Sports Steering Wheel - Leather with Ignis 
Paddles, Heated, Phone, Cruise Control, 
Automatic

Sports Steering Wheel - Leather with Ignis 
Paddles, Phone, Cruise Control, Automatic

The flat-bottom, leather steering wheel provides performance-
inspired styling whilst retaining the full functionality of the  
standard wheel. 

The flat-bottom, leather steering wheel, with Ignis paddles, provides 
performance-inspired styling whilst retaining the full functionality  
of the standard wheel.

Offered for vehicles equipped with heated 
steering wheel, Bluetooth and cruise 
control functionality. Only available on 
manual transmission models.

T2R17001PVJ £X,XXX.XX

Offered for vehicles equipped with 
Bluetooth and cruise control functionality. 
Only available on manual transmission 
models.

T2R4641 £X,XXX.XX

Offered for vehicles equipped with heated 
steering wheel, Bluetooth and cruise 
control functionality. Only available on 
automatic transmission models. 

T2R17000PVJ £X,XXX.XX

Offered for vehicles equipped with 
Bluetooth and cruise control functionality. 
Only available on automatic transmission 
models.

T2R4640 £X,XXX.XX

Gearshift Paddles - Aluminium

Replacement steering wheel gear shift paddles offered in a premium 
aluminium material. Aluminium is billet machined, polished and 
anodised to provide a high quality finish to a key contact point in 
the vehicle.

Only available on automatic  
transmission models. 

T2R6547MMU £X,XXX.XX

Sport Pedal Covers - Automatic
Made from stainless steel and rubber, the pedal kit fits securely over 
existing pedals for a contemporary, sporting appearance. 

Only available on automatic  
transmission models.

C2P23554 £X,XXX.XX

Sport Pedal Footrest - Automatic
Complements the F-TYPE sports pedals. The new footrest is 
manufactured from stainless steel and features a polished  
Bright finish.

Only available on automatic  
transmission models.

T2R11322 £X,XXX.XX

Sill Tread Plates - Illuminated
Elegantly styled stainless steel sill tread plate finishers for driver or 
passenger doors. Illuminates when either the driver or passenger 
doors are opened. Highlighted by soft phosphor blue lighting.

T2R6090 £X,XXX.XX

Sill Tread Plates - Personalised, Illuminated

Elegantly styled stainless steel sill tread plate finishers for driver or 
passenger doors. Illuminates when either the driver or passenger 
doors are opened. Highlighted by soft phosphor blue lighting. Allows 
customer to specify a monochrome ‘motif’ in a choice of approved 
typefaces/scripts. 

T2R6091 £X,XXX.XX

Sill Tread Plates - Union Jack
Elegantly styled stainless steel sill tread plate finishers for driver or 
passenger doors featuring a distinctly British design.

T2R5985 £X,XXX.XX

INTERIOR PROTECTION
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Rubber Mats
Hard wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide added protection 
for your vehicle's carpets

LHD/RHD
T2R16569PVJ/
T2R16568PVJ

£X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Luggage Compartment  
Semi-Rigid Protector

This premium protector is tailored specifically for your vehicle and 
will protect the luggage compartment trim. Light and durable, it is 
easily removable for cleaning. Features a Bright finish Jaguar ingot. 

F-TYPE Coupé only. T2R11244 £X,XXX.XX

SAFETY
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Child Seat - Group 0+ (Birth – 13kg)

Rear facing with adjustable fit five point harness system, and secured 
using safety belt. Deep side wings offer improved side impact 
protection. Sun/wind canopy included. Child seats are secured via 
the seat belt when used in the front seat. For front seat use air bags 
must be deactivated.

C2D21866 £X,XXX.XX

Child Seat - Group I (9kg – 18kg)

Height adjustable two-part seat. Designed to offer improved impact 
protection, and secured using safety belt with features to ensure 
seat belt is positioned correctly. Child seats are secured via the seat 
belt when used in the front seat. For front seat use air bags must be 
deactivated.

C2C35572 £X,XXX.XX

Child Seat - Group I – II (15kg – 36kg)
Forward facing with adjustable fit five point harness system. Secured 
using safety belt. Child seats are secured via the seat belt when used 
in the front seat. For front seat use air bags must be deactivated.

C2C35104 £X,XXX.XX

Fire Extinguisher
Dry powder fire extinguisher, effective against a wide range of fires, 
including petrol and electrical.

T2R10328 £X,XXX.XX

First Aid Kit Treat minor injuries with this comprehensive first aid kit. C2A1287 £X,XXX.XX

Warning Triangle
Warning triangle for emergency use. Comes complete with integral 
stand and stows in luggage compartment. 

C2P2895 £X,XXX.XX



FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Smoker’s Pack - Receptacle
Premium finish receptacle designed for a perfect fit in your vehicle's 
cup holder. A 12 volt lighter is available to order separately. 

T2R7581 £X,XXX.XX

Smoker’s Pack - Lighter C2C11315 £X,XXX.XX

Umbrella Holder

Neat storage solution provides secure stowage for one full size 
umbrella within the luggage compartment. Features Noble finish 
fixing and velcro fastening. Jaguar branding embossed onto leather 
straps. Umbrella not included.

T2R11274 £X,XXX.XX

UV Sunshade - Front Windscreen 
Tailor-made for the F-TYPE windscreen and features F-TYPE 
branding. Reflects the sun’s rays and helps to keep the interior  
of the vehicle cool.

T2R7758 £X,XXX.XX

Wind Deflector

Simple to fit and remove, the wind deflector reduces air draught 
and turbulence in the passenger compartment, even at high speeds. 
When ordered as a retailer fit accessory the wind deflector is 
supplied with a Jaguar branded stowage bag. 

Offered for F-TYPE Convertible only T2R6106 £X,XXX.XX

Jaguar Super Performance Braking System 
- for F-TYPE

Performance braking upgrade providing F-TYPE V8 S braking  
system on F-TYPE models.

Not available for AWD models. Requires 
19" or 20" wheels for fitment.

T2R9304 £X,XXX.XX

Jaguar Super Performance Braking System 
- for F-TYPE S

Performance braking upgrade providing F-TYPE V8 S braking  
system on F-TYPE S models. 

Not available for AWD models. T2R9305 £X,XXX.XX

Battery Conditioner

Diagnoses, monitors and maintains the Battery at optimum levels 
ensuring prolonged battery life and reliability. Features integrated 
wiring and a dedicated DIN socket within the luggage compartment 
area, providing convenience and ease of use. 

Separate battery conditioner install kit required for US battery 
conditioner.

EU only C2P24104 £X,XXX.XX

UK only C2P24103 £X,XXX.XX

US only C2P25122 £X,XXX.XX

Battery Conditioner - Install Kit C2P25121 £X,XXX.XX

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES
WHEEL AND WHEEL ACCESSORIES
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Alloy Wheel 18" Vela 
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear C2P18511/T2R1858 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 18" Venus
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear C2P1010/C2P12612 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 19" Centrifuge, Black finish
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R4750/T2R4752 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 19" Centrifuge, Silver finish
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R4749/T2R4751 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 19" Orbit, Black finish,  
Diamond Turned

Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R9706/T2R9707 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 19" Orbit
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R9704/T2R9705 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 19" Propellor
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R1860/T2R1862 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 19" Tamana
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear C2P12619/C2P12620 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Blade, Forged,  
with Carbon Fibre inserts

Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R3290/T2R3291 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Cyclone, Black finish,
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R4746/T2R4748 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Cyclone, Silver finish,
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R4745/T2R4747 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Rotor
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R3292/T2R3293 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Rotor, Silver finish with 
Composite Weave Inserts

Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R11271/T2R11272 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Tornado, Black finish
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R3288/T2R3289 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Tornado, Silver finish
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R3286/T2R3287 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Alloy Wheel 20" Turbine, Silver finish
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring  
a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Front/Rear T2R1864/T2R1866 £X,XXX.XX/£X,XXX.XX

Locking Wheel Nuts
Protect your wheels with custom designed high-security locking 
wheel nuts

T2R10816 £X,XXX.XX



PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE

Snow Sock Winter Traction  
Aid - Pack 695

An innovative lightweight textile snow and ice traction aid for use on 
roads in winter conditions. Easy and quick to attach, packs down for 
easy stowage. Offered for 245/45 R18 and 245/40 R19 size wheels. 
Fitment to all four wheels is recommended.

C2D20229 £X,XXX.X

Snow Sock Winter Traction Aid - Pack 697

An innovative lightweight textile snow and ice traction aid for use on 
roads in winter conditions. Easy and quick to attach, packs down for 
easy stowage. Offered for 275/40 R18 size wheels. Fitment to all four 
wheels is recommended.

C2D20230 £X,XXX.XX

Snow Sock Winter Traction Aid - Pack 69J

An innovative lightweight textile snow and ice traction aid for use on 
roads in winter conditions. Easy and quick to attach, packs down for 
easy stowage. Offered for 275/35 R19, 225/35 R20, and 295/30 R20 
size wheels. Fitment to all four wheels is recommended.

C2D20228 £X,XXX.XX

Snow Traction System
Improved mobility in snow, mud and icy driving conditions with this 
high-grip snow chain traction system.

Fits the rear wheels only.
Offered for fitment on Venus or  
Tamna Wheels only.

T2R6040 £X,XXX.XX

Space Saver Spare Wheel - 19" Black The space saver wheel kit is offered as a retailer fit upgrade for 
vehicles equipped with the line fit tyre repair kit. Tyre must be 
ordered separately. Certain markets require the space saver to be  
a contrasting colour to the standard wheels.

T2R12221

£X,XXX.XX
Space Saver Spare Wheel - 19" Red T2R12220

Spare Wheel Cover
Jaguar branded space saver spare wheel cover providing a clean 
finish for wheel when stored in the luggage compartment. 

For space saver spare wheel only. T2R5893 £X,XXX.XX

Styled Valve Caps - Black Jack

Add the finishing touch to your vehicle's wheels with a range  
of unique custom valve caps.

C2D19598 £X,XXX.XX

Styled Valve Caps - Jaguar ‘Growler’ C2D19596 £X,XXX.XX

Styled Valve Caps - R-Type Logo C2D19597 £X,XXX.XX

Styled Valve Caps - Union Jack C2D19599 £X,XXX.XX

Tyre Pressure Gauge

Digital tyre pressure gauge which stores recommended pressure 
and has a unique 360° rotating nozzle to locate tyre valve, LED light, 
tread depth gauge, measuring in psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2 and comes 
complete with storage case.

C2P24751 £X,XXX.XX

Wheel Centre Badge - Red 'Growler'
A distinctive red wheel centre badge featuring Jaguar ‘Growler’ 
branding and offered for all available wheels.

C2D12326

£X,XXX.XX

Wheel Centre Badge - Union Jack
A distinctive monochrome centre badge featuring the Jaguar logo 
with a Union Jack design providing a British twist.

T2R5513

‘Growler' Wheel Nuts - Black
Enhance the look of your vehicle’s wheels with Jaguar branded, Black 
wheel nuts. 

C2D20073 £X,XXX.XX

‘Growler’ Wheel Nuts - Chrome
Enhance the look of your vehicle’s wheels with Jaguar branded, 
Chrome wheel nuts.

C2D20072 £X,XXX.XX

Wheel Cleaner - 500ml Trigger Spray

Jaguar and Autoglym have collaborated to develop and rigorously 
test a unique high performance wheel cleaner. This specially 
formulated alloy wheel cleaner is the only wheel cleaning product 
approved as compliant with Jaguar’s exacting technical requirements 
and is officially recommended for all Jaguar vehicles.

C2D20074 £X,XXX.XX

Wheel Cleaner Brush
This shaped wheel cleaner brush is specifically designed to the 
contours of your vehicle's wheels.

C2D16488 £X,XXX.XX




